4. Most Popular Resources

From the Resources Library, resources are listed on the left and across the top. Below are the descriptions of the most used resources in Networks. Resources will vary based on title/course.

a. Reading Essentials – These are the chapters and lessons of the student edition written one to two grade levels below on-level. They are organized by the chapter’s title and lesson. Spanish translations may also be present.

b. StudySmart (if applicable) – This is a companion work text to the student edition. It provides the content of the student edition at the same reading level, but with differentiated text. It also provides rigorous interaction with content, primary source analysis and end of year test prep.

c. LearnSmart (if applicable) – This is interactive technology that provides adaptive questions to students and then presents the pages of the textbook with a highlighting system showing the student where to focus his studies. Students can do “Self-Study” on their own or a teacher can assign and receive reports on the student’s progress.

d. Primary Sources (if applicable) – These are primary sources that are in addition to primary sources found within the student edition. These primary sources may also range beyond the curriculum of the text/course.

e. Videos – All videos found within the online student and teacher editions.

f. Idea Factory (if applicable) – This is an interactive notebook specific to each chapter. All activities in the notebook are designed for whole-class lecture, discussion, and interaction or individual self-discovery learning.